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INTRODUCTION

Two coronaviruses—severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus (SARS-CoV) and Middle East
respiratory syndrome coronavirus (MERS-CoV)—have caused two large-scale pandemics in the
past two decades (Drosten et al., 2003; Zaki et al., 2012). Now, the third coronavirus caused
pandemic (COVID-19) is ongoing (Liu and Saif, 2020; Zhang N. et al., 2020). The 2019 novel
coronavirus (2019-nCoV) which was first identified in Wuhan, China in December 2019, from
patients with pneumonia is the very coronavirus (Zhu et al., 2020). Analysis of the viral genome has
revealed that 2019-nCoV is phylogenetically close to SARS-CoV (Lu et al., 2020), as was named
SARS-CoV-2. As of June 5, 2020, 6,640,960 people have been confirmed COVID-19, including
391,285 deaths (∼5.89% fatality rate) all over the world.

Because of the less cost-effective than treatment and reduce morbidity and mortality without
long-lasting effects, vaccines are the most effective strategy for preventing infectious diseases (Zhang
et al., 2019). However, there is still no approved vaccines for human coronaviruses (hCoV). There
are several types of vaccines are under pre-clinical testing or clinical trials including inactivated
vaccine, recombinant subunit vaccine, recombinant vector vaccine, and nucleic acid vaccine. In
general, modern vaccines, such as recombinant subunit, peptide, and nucleic acid vaccines, are
advantageous over other types of vaccines because of higher safety and less side effect, by inducing
the immune system without introducing whole infectious viruses (Graham et al., 2013). Nucleic acid
vaccines such as DNA vaccines and mRNA vaccines represent an innovative approach by direct
injection of plasmids or mRNAs encoding the antigens, accompanied with a wide range of immune
responses (Yang et al., 2004; Pardi et al., 2018). These advantages are applied with prophylactic
vaccines and therapeutic vaccines to treat infectious diseases and cancers. For the development of
modern vaccines, it is of critical importance to identify potential immune epitopes of 2019-nCoV, as
well as other infectious pathogens.

Considering the seriousness of the recent outbreaks of zoonotic coronaviruses, therapeutic
agents and vaccines for pan-coronaviruses should be developed to cope with the hCoV outbreaks in
the present and in the future. Here, we predict all the potential B/T cell epitopes for SARS-CoV,
2019-nCoV, and MERS-CoV to provide potential targets for pan-coronaviruses vaccine
development. The prediction are based on their proteins sequences. RaTG13-CoV is included
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because of its high homology with 2019-nCoV (96% whole
genome identity (Zhou et al., 2020)). All the predicted results
are stored in a database named COVIEdb (http://biopharm.zju.
edu.cn/coviedb/).
METHODS

Data Collection
The protein sequences of SARS-CoV, 2019-nCoV, MERS-CoV,
and RaTG13-CoV are downloaded from NCBI (https://www.
ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/).

The human leukocyte antigen (HLA) alleles used for T-cell
epitopes prediction are derived from Zhou et al. which analyzed
the HLA distribution of 20,635 individuals of Han Chinese
ancestry (Zhou et al., 2016). The top 20 HLA I alleles of A, B,
and C subtypes and HLA II alleles with frequency more than 5%
are the final HLA datasets (Supplementary Table 1).

B-Cell Epitope Prediction
The B-cell epitopes were predicted by the seven tools embedded
in the Immune Epitope Database and Analysis Resource (IEDB)
(Vita et al., 2015). More specifically, BepiPred-1.0 (Larsen et al.,
2006), BepiPred-2.0 (Jespersen et al., 2017), Chou and Fasman
beta turn prediction (Chou and Fasman, 1978), Emini surface
accessibility scale (Emini et al., 1985), Karplus and Schulz
flexibility scale (Karplus and Schulz, 1985), Kolaskar and
Tongaonkar antigenicity scale (Kolaskar and Tongaonkar,
1990), and Parker hydrophilicity prediction (Parker et al.,
1986) are used for predicting amino acid sites belonging to B-
cell epitopes. The parameters are all set as default. The thresholds
of each tool are listed in Supplementary Table 2A. In this study,
only amino acids that be confirmed by at least five tools are
considered as part of B-cell epitopes.

All tools give the score to define whether an amino acid is part
of B-cell epitopes but not to define whether a peptide is B-cell
epitopes. Here, we set B_score to quantify the possibility of a
peptide to be B-cell epitopes, which is calculated as follows:

B _ score = ona
L

where L is the length of the peptide, a is the amino acid that
belongs to the peptide, and na is the number of tools convinced
that amino acid is part of B-cell epitopes.

T-Cell Epitope Prediction
The T-cell epitopes prediction were divided into two parts. One
of them are presented by HLA I allele and would induce the
activation of CD8+ T cells. This type of T-cell epitopes were
predicted by NetMHCpan 4.0 (Jurtz et al., 2017), MHCflurry
(Donnell et al., 2018), and DeepHLApan (Wu et al., 2019).
Another type of T-cell epitopes presented by HLA II alleles
were predicted by MixMHC2pred (Racle et al., 2019)
and NetMHCIIpan (Karosiene et al., 2013), which would
induce the activation of CD4+ T cells. The thresholds to define
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potential T-cell epitopes of each tool are listed in Supplementary
Table 2B.

In the prediction of T-cell epitopes presented by HLA I
alleles, all peptides with length range from 8 to 11 were selected
and combined with previous HLA I alleles to create HLA-
peptide pairs. It’s similar to predict that presented by HLA II
alleles, with the difference that peptide length ranges from 15 to
28. Only HLA-peptide pairs satisfied with all thresholds of used
tools would be convinced as potential T-cell epitopes in
this study.
DATA DESCRIPTION

Genome Organization of Four
Coronaviruses
All selected coronaviruses have similar genome organization
with coding genes of spike (S protein), envelope (E protein),
membrane (M protein), nucleoprotein (N protein), and several
open reading frames. SARS-CoV, 2019-nCoV, MERS-CoV, and
RaTG13-CoV express 9, 8, 10, and 9 non-redundant protein
coding genes, respectively (Figure 1A). In SARS-CoV, orf3b is
overlapped with orf3a and E gene, orf7b is overlapped with orf7a,
orf8b is overlapped with orf8a, and orf9b is part of orf9a (N
gene). In 2019-nCoV, only orf7b is overlapped with orf7a and
other genes are separated. In MERS-CoV, the orf4b is overlapped
with orf4a and orf8b is part of N gene. In RaTG13-CoV, ns7b and
ns7a are overlapped.

Characterization of Predicted
B/T-Cell Epitopes
Though some genes are overlapped, we predicted the potential B/
T-cell epitopes of all genes because overlapped genes encode
different proteins. Results show that the number of the predicted
epitopes is different but similar among the homologous proteins of
four coronaviruses (Figure 1B and Supplementary Table 3). Take
the S protein as example, average 444 peptides are predicted as
epitopes presented by HLA I alleles among four coronaviruses. The
most is the S protein inMERS-CoV which occupies 482, the least is
that in RaTG13 which occupies 423. Average 1,615 peptides are
predicted as epitopes presented by HLA II alleles. The most is the S
inMERS-CoVwhich occupies 1,804, the least is that in 2019-nCoV
which occupies 1471. Average 323 amino acids are predicted as
part of B-cell epitopes. The most is the S protein in 2019-nCoV
which occupies 359, the least is that in SARS-CoV which occupies
279. The difference of predicted B/T-cell epitopes is minor in S. In
other homologous genes, similar phenomenon occurs.

Normally, the number of predicted B/T-cell epitopes is
positive correlated with the length of the proteins which genes
translate (Figure 1C). However, there are also some exceptions
that longer gene with less number of predicted B/T-cell epitopes,
such as the M protein compared with the N protein in 2019-
nCoV (Figure 1D). With nearly half length of encoded protein,
M protein possesses more T-cell epitopes presented by both HLA
I alleles and HLA II alleles than N protein, which indicates that
M protein is preferred to be recognized by T cells than N protein.
September 2020 | Volume 11 | Article 572249
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Besides, all proteins have predicted epitopes presented by HLA II
alleles except ORF8a in SARS-CoV, which might be ascribed to
its short length and less immunogenicity.

For better visualization of the predicted B/T cell epitopes, we
create a database named COVIEdb (http://biopharm.zju.edu.cn/
coviedb/). With four main pages “B-epitope”, “T-epitope”,
“Peptide”, and “Validated”, researchers could find useful
information easily and quickly. The predicted results of B-cell
Frontiers in Pharmacology | www.frontiersin.org 3
epitopes could be searched in “B-epitope” page. With the virus
and gene selected, the corresponding predicted B-cell epitopes
would appear. The predicted results of T-cell epitopes could be
searched in “T-epitope” page. Similar with that in “B-epitope”
page, coronavirus and protein are necessary. Besides, the type of
T-cell epitopes should also be selected. Only the peptide-HLA
pairs which satisfied thresholds of all tools would be showed in
this page. The searchable data in the “Peptide” page is the
A

B

DC

FIGURE 1 | Genome organization of four coronaviruses and the characterization of predicted B/T-cell epitopes. (A) Genome organization of SARS-CoV, 2019-
nCoV, MERS-CoV, and RaTG13-CoV. (B) The distribution of the predicted B/T epitopes of E, M, N, and S across four coronaviruses. (C) The relationship between
protein length and the number of predicted B/T-cell epitopes. The snowflake indicates the number of predicted amino acids for B-cell epitopes, the circle indicates
the number of predicted T-cell epitopes presented by HLA I alleles, and the triangle indicates the number of predicted T-cell epitopes presented by HLA II alleles.
(D) The example proteins that have abnormal protein length and the number of B/T-cell epitopes relationship.
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combined result of previous predicted B-cell epitopes and T-cell
epitopes. In this page, the only selectable parameter is the
protein. The “Validated” page containing the predicted B/T
epitopes that have been validated by recently literatures (Le
Bert et al., 2020; Zhang B. Z. et al., 2020). To date, there are
only 116 validated epitopes in the “Validated” page. However,
with the growing research on coronaviruses, more validated data
would be added to the “Validated” page.

Shared B/T-Cell Epitopes
Though the evolution rate of human coronavirus is fast, we try to
find out B/T-cell epitopes conserved and shared in different
coronaviruses for the pan-coronavirus vaccine development.
Based on the predicted B-cell epitopes and T-cell epitopes, we
found 77 peptides that exist in all coronaviruses have the potential
to induce T-cell activation and 10 of themwith B_score larger than
4 (Table 1 and Supplementary Table 4). In particular, the peptide
Frontiers in Pharmacology | www.frontiersin.org 4
YFKYWDQTY from ORF1ab could be presented by 7.33%
people, which might be a good candidate for vaccine design.

All the T-cell epitopes shared in four coronaviruses are
located in ORF1ab. However, the S protein of the coronavirus
is the most important protein where the receptor binding
domain (RBD) located. So, we further investigated the shared
epitopes that located in S protein. There are 265 potential
epitopes in S protein shared by three coronaviruses and 35 of
them with B_score larger than 5 (Supplementary Table 5). The
peptides VYDPLQPEL and TVYDPLQPEL even have B_score
larger than 6. To note, though these two peptides differs only one
amino acid, the HLA alleles that can bind with them are different.
VYDPLQPEL can be presented by HLA-C07:02, HLA-C04:01,
and HLA-C14:02, with overall 8.26% frequency in Chinese Han
population, while TVYDPLQPEL can be presented by HLA-
A02:06 and HLA-C12:03, with 2.44% frequency. The two
peptides are different in the aspect of epitopes, but we could
TABLE 1 | The potential T-cell epitopes with B_score larger than 4.

Protein Peptide HLA able to present peptide Peptide location
indifferent coronaviruses

B_score HLA I frequency HLA II frequency

ORF1ab KPGGTSSGDATTAYA DQA1_05_05:DQB1_03_01 SARS-CoV:5045_5059
2019-nCoV:5068_5082
MERS-CoV:5054_5068
RaTG13-CoV:5067_5081

4.98 0 0.42

ORF1ab TSSGDATTAY HLA-B15:01 SARS-CoV:5049_5058
2019-nCoV:5072_5081
MERS-CoV:5058_5067
RaTG13-CoV:5071_5080

4.98 1.68 0

ORF1ab SSGDATTAY HLA-B15:01
HLA-B35:01
HLA-B15:02

SARS-CoV:5050_5058
2019-nCoV:5073_5081
MERS-Cov:5059_5067
RaTG13CoV:5072_5080

4.97 3.4 0

ORF1ab KPGGTSSGDATTAYAN DQA1_05_05:DQB1_03_01 SARS-CoV:5045_5060
2019-nCoV:5068_5083
MERS-CoV:5054_5069
RaTG13-CoV:5067_5082

4.73 0 0.42

ORF1ab GGTSSGDATTAYAN DQA1_05_05:DQB1_03_01 SARS-CoV:5047_5060
2019-nCoV:5070_5083
MERS-CoV:5056_5069
RaTG13-CoV:5069_5082

4.7 0 0.42

ORF1ab GGTSSGDATTAYANS DQA1_05_05:DQB1_03_01 SARS-CoV:5047_5061
2019-nCoV:5070_5084
MERS-CoV:5056_5070
RaTG13-CoV:5069_5083

4.47 0 0.42

ORF1ab GTSSGDATTAYANS DQA1_05_05:DQB1_03_01 SARS-CoV:5048_5061
2019-nCoV:5071_5084
MERS-CoV:5057_5070
RaTG13-CoV:5070_5083

4.36 0 0.42

ORF1ab GGTSSGDATTAYANSV DQA1_05_05:DQB1_03_01 SARS-CoV:5047_5062
2019-nCoV:5070_5085
MERS-CoV:5056_5071
RaTG13-CoV:5069_5084

4.19 0 0.42

ORF1ab YFKYWDQTY HLA-B15:01
HLA-B15:02
HLA-C07:02

SARS-CoV:4655_4663
2019-nCoV:4678_4686
MERS-Cov:4664_4672
RaTG13CoV:4677_4685

4.08 7.33 0

ORF1ab MGWDYPKCDR HLA-A31:01 SARS-CoV:4984_4993
2019-nCoV:5007_5016
MERS-Cov:4993_5002
RaTG13CoV:5006_5015

4.07 1.21 0
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take them as one when choosing the vaccine target, which
indicates the feasibility of the peptides to be potential pan-
coronavirus vaccine target.

We believe that these results and the developed database
could benefit not only the vaccine (especially the multiple-
epitope vaccine which could protect from various coronavirus)
development but also provide the targets for drug design such as
neutralizing antibody on 2019-nCoV and the possible
coronavirus outbreak in the future.
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